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The classification of materials into insulators and conductors has been shaken up by the discovery of
topological insulators that conduct robustly at the edge but not in the bulk. In mechanics, designating a
material as insulating or conducting amounts to asking if it is rigid or floppy. Although mechanical
structures that display topological floppy modes have been proposed, they are all vulnerable to global
collapse. Here, we design and build mechanical metamaterials that are stable and yet capable of harboring
protected edge and bulk modes, analogous to those in electronic topological insulators and Weyl
semimetals. To do so, we exploit gear assemblies that, unlike point masses connected by springs,
incorporate both translational and rotational degrees of freedom. Global structural stability is achieved by
eliminating geometrical frustration of collective gear rotations extending through the assembly. The
topological robustness of the mechanical modes makes them appealing across scales from engineered
macrostructures to networks of toothed microrotors of potential use in micromachines.
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A machine channels power into specific, desired
motions. This task is accomplished through mechanisms:
rigid parts whose degrees of freedom are constrained by
their assembly so that only the desired motion is allowed.
Gears or cogwheels have been fundamental components of
mechanisms since ancient times, underpinning the earliest
known machines [1] and driving the engines of the
Industrial Revolution [2]. Moreover, the microfabrication
and propulsion of toothed rotors is a key challenge along
the path to feasible nanomachines [3–7].
Mechanisms often underlie the behavior of mechanical
metamaterials—artificial structures whose mechanical
properties arise from the geometry and arrangement of
their building blocks [8,9]. An appropriately designed
mechanism or soft motion of the repeating unit cell can
translate into an unusual bulk property such as a negative
Poisson ratio [10,11], a vanishingly small shear modulus
[12,13], a tunable vibrational response [14], or high-
gradient elasticity [15]. More generally, the design of a
mechanical metamaterial consists of constraining the avail-
able degrees of freedom so that a desired performance is
achieved, much like a simple machine. The degrees of
freedom and associated constraints may arise from simple
springs or rigid beams connected by free hinges, or from
more complicated elements such as flexible beams and
blocks of various shapes. Despite the strong parallels
between machines and metamaterials, however, the
potential for gears as building blocks of metamaterials
and complex mechanisms remains unexplored.
Here, we demonstrate metamaterials that use periodic
arrangements of gears and links to independently tune local
flexibility and global stability. These assemblies of rigid
elements harbor zero-energy mechanical modes (free
motions as well as stress-bearing states) that owe their
existence to topological invariants characterizing the
mechanical excitations of the periodic structure. First
introduced in isostatic spring networks [16–18], topologi-
cal mechanical modes are insensitive to a wide range of
structural perturbations like their counterparts in electronics
[19,20], photonics [21], and acoustics [22–29]. This feature
makes them desirable for building metamaterials with
robust mechanical motions and stress-bearing states local-
ized to edges, defects, and domain walls [30–34]. While the
topology of the excitation spectrum allows us to sculpt
spatially nonuniform mechanical modes, the real-space
topology of the link network and the rotational degrees
of freedom are exploited to eliminate uniform deformations
known as Guest-Hutchinson modes [35,36] that generically
lead to a lack of elastic stability in topological mechanical
structures based on spring networks [37].
Geared Maxwell networks.—The fundamental building
block of our designs is a pair of gears mounted on a solid
link, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Each gear has three independent
degrees of freedom: displacements along the two planar
directions and a rotation. Each link constrains the distance
between the connected gears, and also prevents motions
that involve the gears sliding against each other [Fig. 1(b)].
The metamaterials we envision have a carefully chosen
periodic structure, realized in assemblies of metal links
with axles coupled by gears mounted on them [Fig. 1(c)].
Links of varied lengths are obtained from gears of a single
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size by chaining even numbers of gears together. The
relevant degrees of freedom, associated with the long axles
at the ends, are shared among bars at junction nodes
[Fig. 1(d)].
To describe the zero-energy modes of such a gear
network, we first relax the condition of perfect rigidity
and consider links with finite extensibility in the longi-
tudinal and shear directions. Given displacements up;i
along the degree of freedom p ∈ fx; y; θg of node i (out
of N nodes), we define the longitudinal extension el;m as
the change in length of link m (out of Nb links) and the
shear extension es;m as the transverse deformation of the
link ends that is uncompensated by gear counterrotation.
The compatibility matrix C, described in detail in
Appendix A, relates the 2Nb-dimensional vector of exten-
sions e ¼ ðel;1; es;1; el;2;…Þ to the 3N-dimensional dis-
placement vector u ¼ ðux;1; uy;1; uθ;1; ux;2;…Þ viaCu ¼ e.
Its transpose, the equilibrium matrix, relates forces and
torques acting on the nodes f ¼ ðfx;1; fy;1; τ1; fx;2;…Þ to a
generalized stress vector t ¼ ðt1; s1; t2;…Þ of link tensions
tm and shear forces sm via CTt ¼ f. Zero modes of the
structure are displacements that lie in the null space ofC; in
a structure where link extension and shearing are rigidly
constrained, these are the only allowed motions. Members
of the null space of CT are called states of self-stress,
combinations of tensions and shears that leave all nodes in
equilibrium. The number of zero modes nm is related to the
number of states of self-stress nss, via the Maxwell-
Calladine index theorem [16,38]:
nm − nss ¼ 3N − 2Nb: ð1Þ
Our approach relies on the unique properties of isostatic
structures, for which degrees of freedom and constraints are
perfectly balanced—the so-called Maxwell criterion for
structural stability [39]. In gear networks, this happens
when 3N ¼ 2Nb or, equivalently, when the network has
average coordination z ¼ 2Nb=N ¼ 3. Equation (1) high-
lights the special status of such Maxwell lattices [37]: zero
modes must be accompanied by an equal number of states
of self-stress, and a finite system cut out of an infinite
Maxwell lattice must have zero modes as the perfect
balance is disrupted by the missing links at edges. We
note here that the same average coordination z ¼ 3 deter-
mines the critical point in the jamming of frictional disks
with infinite friction coefficient [40–42]. This is not
coincidental: the contact network at jamming also satisfies
the Maxwell criterion [43], and the elements in Fig. 1(b)
replicate the degrees of freedom and constraints between
frictional disks in contact at the infinite friction limit. Just
as the addition of friction changes the critical coordination
at jamming from z ¼ 4 to z ¼ 3, the introduction of
rotational degrees of freedom and shear constraints requires
gear networks to be three-coordinated for topological
mechanical modes to appear, unlike topological spring
networks, which must have z ¼ 4 in two dimensions
[16,17,44].
Topological characterization.—For lattices made up of
periodically repeating unit cells positioned at linear combi-
nations of the primitive vectors ai, the Fourier-transformed
extensions and displacements are related at each wave
vector k in the Brillouin zone (BZ) via the relation
CðkÞuðkÞ ¼ eðkÞ. Now, CðkÞ is a 2nb × 3n complex
matrix for a unit cell with n sites and nb links; it is a square
matrix for Maxwell gear lattices with 2nb ¼ 3n. The index
theorem, Eq. (1), applies at each point in the BZ. Since
translations of the lattice along the x and y directions do not
stretch or shear any links, there are at least two zero modes
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
FIG. 1. Degrees of freedom and constraints in geared meta-
materials. (a) The materials are built up of nodes with 3 degrees of
freedom each: two translational (xi, yi) and one rotational (θi).
Nodes i and j are coupled by a single link, represented by the
gray bar and the pair of gears that rotate together with the nodes.
(b) The link constrains the distance between the nodes, and
prevents rotations of the nodes in the same direction. However,
counterrotations are allowed. (c) Realization of such an element
using metal parts. The degrees of freedom associated with the
long axles are coupled by gears mounted on a solid bar. The two
gears at the ends rotate together with the long axles. The shear
constraints are enforced using an even number of small gears to
avoid self-intersections. (d) A joint that shares a single set of
degrees of freedom, associated with the long axle, among three
links. The links are stacked vertically to avoid self-intersections.
(e) A unit cell consisting of a specific arrangement of six links
that, when repeated, would form a geared metamaterial.
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at k ¼ 0, with two accompanying states of self-stress.
However, for certain unit cell geometries,CðkÞ has no zero
eigenvalues away from k ¼ 0; we call this a gapped
spectrum. Kane and Lubensky have recently shown [16]
that square compatibility matrices with gapped spectra
can be classified by a set of d topological indices for
d-dimensional lattices: the integer winding numbers
fn1;…; ndg of the phase of detCðkÞ ¼ jdetCðkÞjeiϕðkÞ,
ni ¼ −
1
2π
I
Ci
dk · ∇kϕðkÞ; ð2Þ
along the d topologically distinct cycles Ci of the BZ
parallel to the reciprocal lattice directions bi defined by
ai · bj ¼ 2πδij. The topological nature of the ni is reflected
in the fact that changing their values requires the spectral
gap to close. The indices can be used to define a lattice
vector RT ¼
P
iniai, called the topological polarization
because it can be interpreted as a transfer of degrees of
freedom along its direction, as we demonstrate.
To find Maxwell gear networks with a spectral gap and
nontrivial topology [nonzero winding numbers of CðkÞ],
we consider modifications of the martini lattice [45], which
has four sites and six links per unit cell on a regular
hexagonal Bravais lattice (see Appendix B for descriptions
of all lattices used in this work). By changing node
positions and link lengths in the unit cell without affecting
link connectivity, we find a range of distorted martini
lattices with gapped spectra. Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show
two examples. The lattice in Fig. 2(a) has n1 ¼ n2 ¼ 0,
whereas the lattice in Fig. 2(b) has n1 ¼ −1 and n2 ¼ 0. As
required, a one-parameter family of unit cells that connects
the two lattices has a member with a gap closing in the
spectrum of CðkÞ, shown in Fig. 2(b). The compatibility
matrix of this lattice has a line of zero eigenvalues
extending through the BZ along kx ¼ 0, so the winding
numbers of detCðkÞ become ill defined.
Edge mode polarization.—The winding numbers influ-
ence the count of zero modes at lattice edges [16].
Equation (1) dictates that a system cut out of an infinite
Maxwell lattice will have an excess of zero modes equal to
the number of deficient links, which is proportional to the
length of the cut edges. When the compatibility matrix has
a gapped spectrum, these zero modes cannot penetrate into
the bulk (except for the two rigid-body translations at
k ¼ 0) and must therefore be localized at free surfaces
[37,46]. As detailed in Appendix C, the count of zero
modes localized at a free edge has two contributions: a local
count νL, which depends on the details of the edge
termination, and a topological count νT , which depends
solely on the orientation of the edge normal relative to the
bulk lattice polarization and is independent of local proper-
ties at the edge [16]. For example, the strip shown in
Fig. 2(d) (with periodic boundary conditions along the
vertical direction) has an identical number of missing
constraints on the left and the right free edges, and the
local count is νL ¼ 2 per unit cell on both edges. However,
the topological contributions are equal and opposite: νT ¼
þ2 and −2 on the left and right edges, respectively. The net
count νL þ νT is four per edge unit cell on the left edge and
zero on the right edge. The topological polarization RT
effectively transfers zero modes along its orientation,
from the right edge to the left. A numerical calculation
(Appendix D) confirms that all nontranslational zero modes
are exponentially localized to the left edge, even for small
separations between the left and right edges. The displace-
ments and rotations associated with one such mode are
visualized in Fig. 2(d).
To demonstrate the consequences of the topological bias
in zero-mode distribution, we build a mechanical prototype
of the polarized lattice with two free edges that run
perpendicular toRT , as shown in Fig. 2(e). The topological
polarization leads to a drastic asymmetry in stiffness
between the left and right edges of the prototype, built
from the metallic units shown in Fig. 1. As shown in
Movie 1 of the Supplemental Material [47] and Fig. 2(e),
the right edge and the bulk of the prototype are rigid under
manual probing (aside from mechanical play), but the left
edge can be deformed significantly from its original
configuration. The topological character of the lattice
governs the mechanical response of the prototype beyond
the linear regime addressed by the mode calculation, giving
rise to flexibility along a specific edge of an otherwise rigid
structure. The polarization can also induce topological
modes and states of self-stress at appropriately oriented
domain walls separating lattices of different orientation,
even if no bonds have been cut (Appendix E).
Topological Weyl modes.—In addition to modes local-
ized at edges, Maxwell gear networks also support topo-
logically protected zero modes and states of self-stress that
extend into the bulk of a sample. These states, termed
Weyl modes [17], are associated with gap closings at
isolated “Weyl points” in the BZ away from k ¼ 0 with
nonzero windings nw ¼ −
H
C dk ·∇kϕðkÞ=ð2πÞ, where C
is a contour in momentum space encircling the point at
which detCðkÞ ¼ jdetCðkÞjeiϕðkÞ ¼ 0. Time-reversal
symmetry ensures that CðkÞ and Cð−kÞ share the same
eigenvalues, which means that Weyl points always occur in
pairs with equal and opposite windings. Weyl points and
their associated Weyl modes can be removed only if pairs
with opposite windings annihilate at high-symmetry points
in the BZ. To realize such modes in geared metamaterials,
we consider networks based on the hexachiral lattice [48],
which has the same primitive vectors as the martini lattice
and a 6-node, 9-link unit cell that forms hexagonal and
triangular plaquettes [Fig. 5(b)]. The compatibility matrix
of the regular hexachiral lattice has an ungapped spectrum,
but distorting the plaquettes of the hexachiral lattice into
irregular six-sided polygons can open up a spectral gap
everywhere except at isolated points. An example is
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shown in Fig. 3(b), which has gap closings at
k ¼ ð−0.3=a; 3.0=aÞ, with nonzero winding numbers
nw ¼ 1. The periodic modulation of the corresponding
topological Weyl modes is visualized in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e).
The structure shown in Fig. 3(b) is a member of a one-
parameter family of distorted hexachiral lattices that
smoothly interpolates between two lattices with gapped
spectra and differing topological polarizations, shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(c). Upon following this family of lattices,
as is done in Movie 2 of the Supplemental Material [47],
the gap first closes at the point k ¼ ð0; 2π= ﬃﬃﬃ3p aÞ on the
boundary of the BZ, which then splits into a pair of Weyl
(c)(b)(a)
(d)
FIG. 2. Topologically polarized martini lattices. (a)–(c), Three members of a single-parameter family of martini lattices. The unit cell
comprises four nodes (gray dots) and six unique links (thick black lines) and is repeated on a lattice built from primitive vectors fa1; a2g.
Below each lattice are shown the determinant of the Fourier-transformed tension-shear compatibility matrix in the Brillouin zone
(intensity plot) and the lowest six eigenvalues along specific contours (line plots). The lattices (a) and (c) have a gapped spectrum
everywhere except at the Γ point (k ¼ 0). The topological polarization, calculated as described in the text, is 0 in (a) and −a1 in (c).
Lattice (b) has a gap closing along the line kx ¼ 0, and the polarization is not well defined. (d) A strip of the polarized martini lattice with
periodic boundary conditions along the y direction and free boundaries on the left and right. Only the left edge localizes zero modes, one
of which is visualized by node colors and displacements. (e), A physical prototype of the framework in (a) made out of elements
illustrated in Fig. 1. The nodes along the top and bottom edges (encircled) are pinned down but free to rotate. The left edge has been
deformed relative to the unperturbed lattice (overlay); no such deformations are possible at the right edge or in the interior.
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points with opposite winding numbers, nw ¼ 1. TheWeyl
points sweep through the BZ, moving toward k ¼ 0, where
they annihilate. The change in the value ofRT between the
gapped spectra in Figs 3(a) and 3(c) is effected by this
traversal of Weyl points with nontrivial winding numbers
across the BZ.
Guest-Hutchinson modes and global stability.—Periodic
Maxwell lattices are perfectly balanced when degrees of
freedom and constraints within the unit cell are considered.
However, to build a periodic lattice, the primitive vectors ai
determining the relative placement of unit cells must also
be specified. The two components for each primitive vector
add up to four additional degrees of freedom. According to
the index theorem, Eq. (1), the periodic lattice therefore has
four excess zero modes when primitive vector changes are
allowed. Three of these are the rigid-body transformations
(c)(b)(a)
(d) (e)
FIG. 3. Topological hexachiral lattices. (a)–(c) Three members of a single-parameter family of hexachiral gear lattices. The symmetric
unit cell comprises six nodes (gray dots) and nine unique links (thick black lines). Below each lattice are shown the determinant of the
Fourier-transformed tension-shear compatibility matrix in the BZ (intensity plot) and the lowest six eigenvalues along specific contours
(line plots). The lattices (a) and (c) have a gapped spectrum everywhere except at k ¼ 0. The topological polarization, calculated as
described in the text, is 0 in (a) and −a1 in (c). Lattices (a) and (c) are separated by a family of lattices with a pair of Weyl points at which
a zero eigenstate exists. One such lattice is shown in (b) with the Weyl points at k ¼ ð−0.295=a; 3.001=aÞ encircled. The winding
numbers nw ¼ 1 are indicated. (d),(e) Visualization of the Weyl zero mode (d) and state of self-stress (e) at the lower Weyl point.
The periodic variation of the modes is a consequence of the finite wave vector of the ~M point at which the gap closes.
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(two translations and a rotation) that do not deform any
links. The remaining mode might either be decoupled
completely from lattice displacements or correspond to
an affine deformation that globally expands or shrinks the
lattice, termed the Guest-Hutchinson mode [35]. All
Maxwell spring lattices have a Guest-Hutchinson mode
which, being a zero-energy affine deformation, leads to
global collapse of the lattice under some external stresses
[35–37]. The Guest-Hutchinson mode makes topological
spring networks elastically unstable, but can be exploited to
globally transform their topological properties [34].
The martini and hexachiral gear lattices differ drastically
in their global mechanical stability when affine lattice
deformations are taken into account. In the martini lattices,
gear rotations are not allowed without node displacements
since they are frustrated on the odd-sided plaquettes
making up the lattice [Fig. 4(a)], and the nontrivial zero
mode of the augmented compatibility matrix involves node
(a)
(b)
(c) (f)
(d)
(e)
FIG. 4. Frustration and global deformations in martini and hexachiral lattices. Maxwell gear lattices with gapped spectra have a global
zero-energy mode that differs qualitatively in the martini and hexachiral designs. (a) When an odd number of links is connected in a
loop, rotation of gears without node displacements is frustrated. (b) The martini lattices have only odd-sided plaquettes with either 3 or 9
links (highlighted). Therefore, the zero-energy mode (visualized in the overlay) is a Guest-Hutchinson mode that requires point
displacements as well as a distortion of the unit cell. The zoom shows the zero-energy deformation of the unit cell, including the change
in primitive lattice vectors. (c) A prototype martini lattice with free boundaries cannot resist vertical compression (horizontal bar being
pushed down) because of the Guest-Hutchinson mode (the precompression configuration is shown in overlay). (d) Gears on an even-
sided loop of links can counterrotate freely without node displacements. (e) A hexachiral lattice consists solely of six-sided plaquettes
(highlighted). It can be divided into two sublattices, with all gears rotating counterclockwise (blue) on one sublattice and clockwise
(green) by the same amount on the other without frustration. This is the required global zero-energy mode of the periodic system, which
does not displace any nodes. (f) The absence of a unit-cell-shape changing mode imparts stability to the hexachiral lattice, which largely
maintains its shape under uniform compression.
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displacements and a change in primitive vectors depicted in
Fig. 4(b). As a result, the martini gear lattice is unstable
against uniform compressions along the vertical direction
[see Movie 3 of Supplemental Material [47] and Fig. 4(c)].
By contrast, hexachiral gear lattices avoid the nonlinear
collapse mode by taking advantage of rotational degrees of
freedom. Unlike the martini lattices, they are composed
solely of even-sided plaquettes, which support gear coun-
terrotations without node displacements. The two-color
theorem of graphs [49] ensures that such lattices are
bipartite, i.e., divisible into two sublattices so that no
two nodes in the same sublattice are linked. As a result,
they harbor a global zero-energy mode at k ¼ 0, in which
gears on the two sublattices counterrotate without hin-
drance [50], as shown in Fig. 4(e). These collective
rotations absorb the Guest-Hutchinson mode, eliminating
the global collapse mechanism. Consequently, gapped
hexachiral gear lattices are stable against external loads
[Fig. 4(f)]. Note that the lattice is unstable against torques
applied on individual gears (which may drive the global
counterrotation mode without resistance), but this will not
lead to shape-changing deformations.
Towards geared metamaterials.—We now comment on
practical considerations in implementing the proposed
designs. The topological mechanisms are independent of
the size of the building blocks, as long as the relevant
degrees of freedom and constraints (Fig. 1) are incorpo-
rated. At architectural or tabletop scales, the designs may be
realized by assembling beams and gears manually, as
demonstrated by our prototypes, but the number of repeat-
ing units is limited by practical constraints on time and
effort. The number of gears needed per unit cell could be
dramatically reduced if gears of multiple diameters are
used. To increase the number of unit cells, however, the
assembly process itself must be automated. Modern addi-
tive manufacturing techniques allow multicomponent
assemblies with free [51] or lubricated [52] joints to be
3D printed in one shot, providing a platform to scale up the
designs here to structures with hundreds or thousands of
unit cells while bringing down the size of the individual
units to microscopic scales.
Construction may be simplified by using gear-free
elements that approximate the required distance and shear
constraints. In Appendix F, we describe an assembly of four
freely hinged beams that reproduces the constraints of the
gear link to linear order in node displacements and rotations
and, therefore, generates the same entries in the compat-
ibility matrix. A structure built out of these elements would
display the same linear excitations (including zero-energy
modes) as the gear network with fewer moving parts, but its
nonlinear response at large deformations would differ. The
hinged beams may be implemented as continuous elements
with slender flexible joints [13], enabling fabrication via
standard additive manufacturing techniques over a wide
range of length scales.
Regardless of fabrication technique, real structural ele-
ments are liable to incorporate additional degrees of free-
dom (e.g., mechanical backlash or play) and constraints
(e.g., finite friction of gear shafts) beyond those considered
by the model. As is true for any metamaterial design, the
predicted behavior will be observed as long as the desired
degrees of freedom and constraints dominate the spurious
ones for relevant loads. For instance, if the components are
sufficiently rigid, the torque needed to overcome shaft
friction is associated with a negligibly small deformation of
the gears compared to the desired motion. Our prototypes
demonstrate that this separation is achievable in practice.
Unconstrained play is clearly distinguishable from true
mechanisms, which involve coordinated node motion and
gear rotation (see Movie 1 of the Supplemental Material
[47]). Manually actuating the mechanisms requires some
effort to overcome substrate and gear-shaft friction, but the
forces involved are negligible compared to those needed to
significantly deform the metal links.
The topological nature of the zero-energy modes ensures
their protection against a large range of structural imper-
fections. For example, the bias in edge mechanisms is
predicted by the topological polarization [Figs. 2(d) and
2(e)] for a periodic lattice in the bulk, but is guaranteed to
persist for any perturbation of the interior points as long as
the perturbation does not close the bulk phonon gap. Such a
gap closing would correspond to the appearance of zero-
energy modes that extend from the left edge to the right
edge of the system, requiring large coordinated global
changes of the unit cells. As long as the chosen unit cell is
far from singular gap-closing configurations, such as the
lattice in Fig. 2(b), perfect crystalline order is not required
for the topological bias in zero modes to persist. Similarly,
local defects in the structure, such as slipped, jammed, or
missing gears, may introduce localized zero modes or states
of self-stress, but their influence on localized boundary
modes is exponentially small in their distance from the
boundary. Defects on or near the left boundary in Fig. 2(d)
may add or remove individual zero modes, but cannot
change the overall flexibility of the edge, which arises from
a macroscopic number (proportional to the length of the
edge) of topological modes.
Conclusion.—We design and build topological geared
metamaterials in which translational and rotational degrees
of freedom are constrained in a geometrically controlled
manner giving rise to tunable mechanical properties. Gear
lattices satisfying the Maxwell criterion for marginal
rigidity support zero modes and stress states of topological
origin like their spring lattice counterparts, but with the
additional ability to independently tune the global elastic
stability. The absence of a zero-energy collapse mode in
certain unfrustrated gear lattices, which is a direct conse-
quence of the rotational degrees of freedom, paves the way
towards building topological mechanical structures that
maintain their shape without requiring extra constraints
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such as pinning to a static background. The key insight, that
expanded degrees of freedom and interactions that go
beyond harmonic springs open up new possibilities for
topological mechanics, is applicable to a wide range of
systems, including colloidal or molecular assemblies that
interact via noncentral forces.
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APPENDIX A: COMPATIBILITY MATRIX
FOR GEAR ELEMENTS
The compatibility matrix C of a gear lattice is built up of
contributions from individual links. Each constraint adds a
row to the matrix and each degree of freedom is assigned to
a column. The contribution of link m of length L which
connects nodes i, j is given by [53]

el;m
es;m

¼
 
Lx
L
Ly
L 0 −
Lx
L −
Ly
L 0
− LyL
Lx
L
L
2
Ly
L −
Lx
L
L
2
!
0
BBBBBBBBB@
ux;i
uy;i
uθ;i
ux;j
uy;j
uθ;j
1
CCCCCCCCCA
:
ðA1Þ
Here, Lx and Ly are the projections of the link’s length
along xˆ and yˆ, el;m and es;m represent the tension and shear
strains on the link, and ux;i, uy;i and uθ;i denote the
translational and rotational displacements of the ith node.
Therefore, each link in an assembly provides two rows to
the compatibility matrix. The number of columns expands
to the degrees of freedom in the assembly, with zero entries
for degrees of freedom unassociated with the link that
contributes a particular row.
For periodic lattices, the Fourier-transformed compati-
bility matrixCðkÞ has one row (column) for each constraint
(degree of freedom) in the unit cell. Row entries for links
that connect nodes in different unit cells separated by
a Bravais lattice vector R acquire a complex phase
factor eik·R.
APPENDIX B: UNIT CELL DEFINITIONS
FOR PERIODIC LATTICES
The three-coordinated Maxwell lattices we consider are
based on the martini lattice, originally developed to study
percolation [45], and the hexachiral lattice, which formed
the basis of an early negative Poisson ratio metamaterial
[48]. Figure 5 shows the unit cells for the regular martini
and hexachiral lattices. The lattices use the same underlying
hexagonal Bravais lattice, with primitive vectors a1 ¼ axˆ,
a2 ¼ ða=2Þxˆþ ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
a=2Þyˆ. The martini lattice has four
nodes and six unique links per unit cell, whereas the
hexachiral unit cell has six nodes and nine unique links.
The lattices we study in the main text are completely
defined by specifying the positions of the nodes labeled in
Fig. 5. Tables I and II provide definitions of the distorted
martini and hexachiral lattices, respectively.
APPENDIX C: TOPOLOGICAL POLARIZATION
AND ZERO-ENERGY EDGE MODES
The formalism for counting the number of net degrees of
freedom (i.e., number of zero modes minus the number of
states of self-stress) localized to a particular edge of a
Maxwell lattice with a gapped spectrum was developed in
Ref. [16] (see also Ref. [37]). In this Appendix, we
summarize the main results in the context of gear lattices.
As explained in the main text, free edges of Maxwell
lattices are associated with zero-energy modes. There are
two contributions to the number of zero modes per
repeating unit along the edge. The first is a local count
of the missing links along the edge, whose computation can
be explained using an electrostatic analogy. Upon associ-
ating “charges” of þ3 (for the three degrees of freedom) to
each node and −2 (for the two constraints) to the center of
each link, a Maxwell lattice has a charge-neutral unit cell,
but a dipole moment [16] can be defined as
d ¼ 3
X
i
ri − 2
X
m
rm; ðC1Þ
FIG. 5. Regular martini (top) and hexachiral (bottom) lattices.
Symmetric unit cells are shown with points labeled.
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where ri and rm are, respectively, the position vectors of
node i and linkmwithin the unit cell. At a particular edge, a
unit cell must be chosen that is compatible with the edge
termination (with no dangling bonds), leading to a nonzero
edge-specific dipole moment RL. The local count due to
missing constraints is determined by evaluating the surface
charge due to the dipole moment of the surface unit cell:
νL ¼ G ·RL=2π, where G is the reciprocal lattice vector
that points outward from the edge.
The second contribution is the topological count, which
is determined by the properties of the gapped bulk away
from the edge. The form of the compatibility matrix
depends on the choice of unit cell; to calculate bulk
properties such as the winding numbers ni, a natural choice
is a balanced unit cell with d ¼ 0, such as the unit cells
highlighted in the first rows of Figs. 2 and 3. For lattices
with one or more nonzero winding numbers ni, additional
zero modes arise from the existence of the bulk topological
invariant RT ≠ 0, which induces νT ¼ G ·RT=2π modes
per edge unit cell [16]. RT is an extra dipole moment
contribution that is not apparent purely from geometric
considerations of placing nodes and links as in Eq. (C1),
and is therefore termed a topological polarization. For a
section with two parallel edges, such as in Fig. 2(d),G flips
sign from one edge to the other, whereas RT is a bulk
property. The topological mode count is equal and opposite
on the edges, analogous to a transfer of “charge” (i.e.,
degrees of freedom) from one edge to the other along the
polarization direction.
We now calculate the zero-mode count at each edge of
the strip of the polarized martini lattice in Fig. 2(d) with
periodic boundary conditions along the vertical direction
and free edges on the left and right. The left free edge,
which runs perpendicular to the reciprocal lattice vector
G ¼ −4πxˆ=a, carries an edge dipole moment RL1 ¼ −a1.
The total number of zero modes per unit cell along that
edge is G1 · ðRT þRL1Þ=2π ¼ 4. Figure 2(d) shows one
such local zero mode, numerically calculated assuming
periodic boundary conditions along the vertical direction.
Conversely, the right free edge has RL2 ¼ a1 ¼ −RT , and
the net mode count is zero. Although the nodes along the
edge are missing links relative to the interior, the local and
topological contributions to the unconstrained degrees of
freedom cancel. This asymmetry in the linear zero-mode
count translates to a drastic difference in rigidity between
the left and right edges of the prototype probed in Fig. 2(e)
and Movie 1 of the Supplemental Material [47].
APPENDIX D: LOCALIZATION AND SIZE
DEPENDENCE OF EDGE MODES
IN FINITE SAMPLES
Appendix C describes the local and topological count of
zero modes or states of self-stress exponentially localized to
an edge of a semi-infinite system. For example, the left
edge of the strip shown in Fig. 2(d) is predicted to have four
zero modes per repeating unit in isolation, whereas the right
edge has no zero modes in isolation. In this situation,
however, the conclusions hold even for a strip of finite
width, where the left and right edges are separated by only a
few lattice spacings. To understand this, we note that a zero
mode is a set of displacements and rotations that does not
violate any link constraints. If this is true for a semi-infinite
system, it is also true for a subsection cut out of that system,
because the displacements do not rely on any stresses being
borne by the cut links. Therefore, zero modes of a semi-
infinite system are also zero modes of the finite-width strip.
Since all the zero modes are localized to the left edge, they
TABLE I. Unit cell descriptions of distorted martini lattices. Labels refer to the lattices in Fig. 2. The position of the nodes [labeled in
Fig. 5(a)] is specified in units of the lattice constant a; the primitive vectors and link connectivity are unchanged.
Lattice Node positions
A p0 ¼ ð−0.05;−0.38Þ, p1 ¼ ð0.35; 0.15Þ, p2 ¼ ð−0.30; 0.23Þ, p3 ¼ ð0.05;−0.00Þ
B p0 ¼ ð0.00;−0.38Þ, p1 ¼ ð0.33; 0.19Þ, p2 ¼ ð−0.33; 0.19Þ, p3 ¼ ð0.05;−0.00Þ
C p0 ¼ ð0.15;−0.38Þ, p1 ¼ ð0.25; 0.11Þ, p2 ¼ ð−0.40; 0.27Þ, p3 ¼ ð0.05;−0.00Þ
TABLE II. Unit cell descriptions of distorted hexachiral lattices. Labels A–C refer to the lattices in Fig. 3, and label D is the lattice used
in Fig. 4. The position of the nodes [labeled in Fig. 5(b)] is specified in units of the lattice constant a; the primitive vectors and link
connectivity are unchanged.
Lattice Node positions
A p0 ¼ ð−0.14;−0.04Þ, p1 ¼ ð0.22;−0.22Þ, p2 ¼ ð0.04; 0.17Þ, p3 ¼ ð−0.07;−0.25Þ, p4 ¼ ð0.36; 0.10Þ, p5 ¼ ð−0.20; 0.20Þ
B p0 ¼ ð−0.15;−0.04Þ, p1 ¼ ð0.23;−0.23Þ, p2 ¼ ð0.04; 0.17Þ, p3 ¼ ð−0.09;−0.33Þ, p4 ¼ ð0.31; 0.08Þ, p5 ¼ ð−0.20; 0.20Þ
C p0 ¼ ð−0.17;−0.04Þ, p1 ¼ ð0.31;−0.31Þ, p2 ¼ ð0.04; 0.14Þ, p3 ¼ ð−0.10;−0.36Þ, p4 ¼ ð0.25; 0.07Þ, p5 ¼ ð−0.16; 0.16Þ
D p0 ¼ ð−0.44;−0.20Þ, p1 ¼ ð0.07;−0.21Þ, p2 ¼ ð−0.08; 0.42Þ, p3 ¼ ð−0.19;−0.29Þ, p4 ¼ ð0.17; 0.05Þ, p5 ¼ ð−0.49; 0.24Þ
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remain so even when the right edge is brought close to the
left edge.
To illustrate this, we numerically study the spatial
structure of the topological zero modes for the strip in
Fig. 2(d), which are the zero eigenvectors of the dynamical
matrix D ¼ CTC [we set all constraint stiffnesses or spring
constants to 1]. The free left and right edges are obtained by
removing four links from a periodic system, so the
compatibility matrix has eight fewer rows than columns.
Its null space, which is also the null space of D, contains
eight independent vectors, which are the zero modes of the
structure. Two of these are rigid-body translations along x
and y; we remove the corresponding displacement vectors
from the null space to obtain six independent null vectors
with no translation component. Figure 6 shows the dis-
placement amplitude averaged along the vertical direction
as a function of distance from the left edge for these six
modes. All modes decay exponentially as a function of
distance from the left edge, with a decay length of about
two lattice spacings, and the mode amplitudes are dimin-
ished by an order of magnitude at the right edge, even for a
strip that is just four lattice units wide. The right edge does
not acquire new zero modes in the finite system, because
the index theorem [Eq. (1)] constrains the total number of
zero modes minus stress states for the missing links, and all
eight excess zero modes are accounted for. The right edge
could acquire new zero modes only if states of self-stress
arose elsewhere in the system to keep nm − nss ¼ 8
constant.
We note that the argument does not hold for states of
self-stress: a state of self-stress localized to an edge of a
semi-infinite system is not automatically a state of self-
stress of a subsystem cut out of it, because it might rely on
some of the cut links to maintain equilibrium.
The physical prototype, Fig. 2(e), does include addi-
tional constraints because the top and bottom points have
been pinned. Therefore, some of the zero modes associated
with the left edge will acquire a small stiffness.
Nevertheless, the additional constraints cannot make the
right edge soft, and the asymmetry of stiffness between left
and right edges persists in the presence of pinning, as is
observed upon manually probing the edges (see Movie 1 of
Supplemental Material [47]).
APPENDIX E: ZERO MODES AND STATES
OF SELF-STRESS AT DOMAIN WALLS
Besides influencing the count of zero modes at lattice
edges, the topological polarization also induces zero modes
and states of self-stress at domain walls separating lattices
of different polarizations, even though no links have been
cut or added relative to a perfectly balanced (isostatic)
system. Reference [16] showed that, when a region S of a
system has no missing bonds (i.e., all points satisfy the
Maxwell criterion), then the “topological count” of the
number of zero modes minus the number of states of self-
stress in the interior of the region is given by the net flux of
polarization through its boundary: in two dimensions,
νT ¼ ð1=AcellÞ
R
∂SRT · nˆdS, where Acell is the area of a
unit cell and nˆ is the inward boundary normal of the
boundary ∂S, which is required to lie in a region with a
spectral gap (i.e., there are no zero modes or states of self-
stress on the boundary of the region).
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FIG. 6. Decay of displacement amplitudes for nontranslational zero modes as a function of distance from the left edge for systems with
free boundaries perpendicular to the x direction and periodic boundary conditions along y. Numerically, eight zero modes are found as
predicted by the index theorem. Two of these are the uniform translations, while the remaining six are shown to decay exponentially
from the left edge with a decay length comparable to the lattice spacing a. The dashed line is a fit of the sum of the mode amplitudes to a
simple exponential decay. Left: System shown in Fig. 2(d). Right: System with twice the separation between the free left and right edges.
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Consider the domain wall geometry in Fig. 7(a), with
periodic boundary conditions along both directions so that
every node has exactly three links. Two domain walls
(dashed lines) separate a region of the polarized martini
lattice from a region of the same lattice rotated by πrad,
which also rotates the topological polarization. Therefore,
a region surrounding the left domain wall has a net influx
of polarization, whereas a region surrounding the right
domain wall has a net outflux. Calculating the fluxes,
we expect eight zero modes exponentially localized to the
left domain wall and eight states of self-stress localized
to the right domain wall. However, because the separation
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FIG. 7. Topological modes and states of self-stress at domain walls. (a),(b) Domain walls (dotted lines) separating oppositely oriented
sections of the polarized martini lattice. Although the number of degrees of freedom and constraints are unchanged along the domain
walls, they localize zero-energy modes and stress states because they carry a net polarization flux. The domain wall on the left has a net
influx of polarization and localizes zero modes. In finite systems, these become soft modes and stress states with energy exponentially
small in system size, one of which is visualized in (a). The dark lines show a lattice with nodes moved in proportion to the displacement
components of the zero eigenvector, and colored by the torsional components. The light gray lines show the undeformed lattice for
comparison. The domain wall on the right has a net outflux of polarization and localizes states of self-stress, one of which is visualized in
(b). Bonds are colored by the shear components of the zero stress eigenvector, and their thicknesses are proportional to the tension
components. (c),(d) Same as in (a),(b) for the polarized deformed hexachiral lattice. (e) System size dependence of the localized mode
energies. The lowest eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix are shown as a function of system length along the horizontal direction for the
domain wall geometry of (a) and (b), with domain walls always placed 0.66Lx apart. Inset: Eigenvalue of the first nontranslation mode
(index i ¼ 3) as a function of system size.
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between the domain walls is finite, the boundaries of each
region do not lie in fully gapped parts of the lattice because
there are components of the topological modes from the
other domain wall in the same part, albeit exponentially
small in the distance from the other domain wall. Therefore,
we expect corrections to the energies of the localized modes
that fall exponentially with system size.
To test the dependence of the mode energies on system
size, we numerically compute the lowest eigenvalues of the
dynamical matrix for systems with different lengths rang-
ing from Lx ¼ 8 to 64 unit cells. In each case, the domain
wall separation is 0.66Lx. The results [Fig. 7(e)] show that
the lowest eight eigenvalues have a qualitatively different
system size dependence than the higher eigenmodes. Rigid-
body translations always make up the lowest two modes
(which are zero energy up to numerical precision), but the
next six modes have significant weights on the left domain
wall. Above eigenmode 9, the modes have the form of
long-wavelength plane waves, delocalized into the bulk.
The energies of the domain wall modes fall sharply with
system size compared to the bulk modes, and at the larger
system size the two lowest-energy domain wall modes are
indistinguishable in energy from the rigid-body transla-
tions. The inset of Fig. 7(e) shows the exponential fall in
eigenvalue with system size, consistent with the expected
finite-size correction to the mode energy.
APPENDIX F: ALTERNATIVE LINK DESIGN
The gear network we discuss in the main text deviates
from spring network models. Spring networks consist of
freely pivoting nodes, connected by springs that provide
tensile constraints between them. By contrast, pivoting
node motions are constrained in the geared network, so that
only equal and opposite rotations are allowed at each pair of
adjacent nodes. We propose an alternative link design that
replicates this constraint on nodal rotations in the linear
regime, without the use of gears.
The alternative link design is shown in Fig. 8(a). The
bars in the link are assumed to resist stretching, shearing,
and bending, while all nodes may pivot freely. In this
linking mechanism, the polar angle αi ¼ α0 at node ni may
be increased to an angle αi ¼ α0 þ δαi. As a result, the
polar angle αj ¼ π þ α0 at node nj increases to
αj ¼ π þ α0 þ δαj. The relation between δαi and δαj is
given in the linear regime by
δαj ¼ −δαi; ðF1Þ
which is obtained as follows. Assuming no deformations in
the beams,
j ~p1 − ~p2j2 ¼ l2; ðF2Þ
where l is the length of the subbeam connecting subnodes
p1 and p2, holds for any angles αi, αj compatible with the
link’s geometry. Now,
~p1 ¼ A cosðαiÞxˆþ A sinðαiÞyˆ;
~p2 ¼ ½L − A cosðαjÞxˆ − A sinðαjÞyˆ; ðF3Þ
setting (1) αi ¼ αj ¼ α0 and (2) αi ¼ α0 þ δαi and
αj ¼ α0 þ δαj, we obtain a system of equations that we
can solve in a straightforward manner for δαi and δαj to
linear order. This calculation results in the relation of
(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 8. An alternative to the geared link. (a) The link constrains
the motions of freely pivoting nodes ni,nj (gray disks); it is
symmetric under in-plane rotations by πrad. The nodes are
connected by a rigid beam of length L (orange line). Node ni
is connected to subnode pi (white disk) by a rigid subbeam (black
line) of length A at an angle α0. Subnodes pi,pj are intercon-
nected by a rigid subbeam of length l (gray line). The beam of
length L constrains the distance between nodes ni,nj, and the
subbeam mechanism ensures that the nodes counterrotate in the
linear regime. (b) Numerical calculation of the relationship
between deviations δαi, δαj from the angle α0 at nodes ni, nj
(gray line), for the link design shown in (a). Here, α0 ¼ 0.3 rad
and A=L ¼ 0.4. In the linear regime, the relationship shows
excellent agreement with δαj ¼ −δαi (red line), which describes
pure counterrotation of the nodes. (c) A possible continuum 3D
design for the link. Thin hinges accommodate low-energy
pivoting at nodal points within the structure.
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Eq. (F1), showing that the nodes in this mechanism purely
counterrotate in the linear regime. From numerical calcu-
lations, deviations from this counterrotating behavior are
smaller than 5% up to δαi ∼ 0.2α0, at least where 0.25 <
A=L < 0.65 and 0.15 < α0 < 0.55 rad [Fig. 8(b)].
Note that for angle deviations δα outside of the linear
regime, the linear relation between nodal angles is no
longer valid. In addition, if the nodal angles are such that
~ni, ~p1 and ~p2 are collinear, the mechanism may convert to
one in which corotations (rather than counterrotations) of
the nodes are enforced. In addition, the desired behavior
breaks down if the L beam is allowed to stretch signifi-
cantly (similarly to the geared link). Deviations δL in the
length L are coupled to corotations of the nodes, or
shearing of the mechanism:
δαi ¼ δαj ¼
2A − L
2ALα0
δL: ðF4Þ
A possible continuum realization of the link design is
shown in Fig. 8(c). This design may be used to build up a
lattice with many unit cells that forms a continuum solid,
which can be manufactured via 3D printing or other
additive manufacturing techniques. In a network built up
out of such elements, all modes will cost a finite amount of
energy due to bending at thin hinges inside the link. States
of self-stress will exhibit themselves as stretching, buck-
ling, or bending of these thin hinges rather than failure of
the thicker beams. Self-intersections can be avoided with
layering and appropriate choices of A=L and α.
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